Today we are going to lay out the hypocrisy and many lies of Jennifer D’Alessandro of Lockport NY.
Particularly as it pertains to her falsely accusing others of contacting employers or threatening to
contact employers or posting private information when that is what she, Jennifer has actually done.
Note that Jennifer cannot provide any factual evidence of anything her stalking targets have actually
done to her that would justify her stalking and threats towards them.
First we have a tweet from Jennifer D’Alessandro of Lockport NY using her @MaisyCrayCray Twitter
account. (Attachment A) This is proof it is Jennifer’s account as she posted information about her
vacations and her grandson from this account. Cray Cray is an apt description of this woman as you will
soon see.

Jen then states on this account that she has never called an employer or threatened to call an employer.
(Attachment B)

I guess she forgot about all the times she threatened to call peoples employers or their husband’s
employers or where she incited her friends to contact the neighbors of people she didn’t like and stated
that she herself had contacted the neighbors of her stalking targets. These are people Jen outed after
illegally gaining administrative access to a blog and downloading IPs and email addresses and sharing
them with her friends so they could stalk and harass people. We’ll put up a separate post showing Jen
also lied about the password laying about publicly and how she tries to justify her clearly illegal and
immoral actions.

(Attachment C) was obtained from an FOIA to the Los Angeles Police Department who conducted an
investigation into the intrusion into the IW blog in question. As part of that investigation, law
enforcement subpoenaed Jennifer D’Alessandro’s ISP who confirmed her IP address at that time was
72.231.207.200. We’ll come back to that IP again later as it will be important. (Attachment C) also
includes a note from the police write up stating they issued the subpoena and the results. Unlike
Jennifer who makes false unsubstantiated allegations, others can verify the content of this post and the
results of the investigation by simply contacting the LAPD and filing an FOIA report pursuant to the
California Public Records Act by writing to the Los Angeles Police Public Records Dept. at PO Box 30158
Los Angeles CA 90030 (213) 978-2100 and asking for the report on DR # 120805055 incident report date
of 1/26/2012. Again, unlike Jennifer, we back up our statements with provable facts.

Not only did the subpoena return an IP that went directly to Jen’s address, but Jen lied about altering
content on the blog as seen here on (Attachment D) on a post she made to felon Thomas Retzlaff’s blog
which she continues to use as a platform to air her petty grievances and post outrageous lies about
people she does not like.

Jen also lied to the police about altering content o the blog as seen here in (Attachment E). Jen
ultimately admitted to the illicit access for only a brief time, but the blog administrative logs showed she
spent well over 90 hours copying and downloading information and altering content. The police
specifically noted that she lied about this fact on this report (Attachment E)

(Attachment F) is an actual example from the blog administrative log of Jen altering content on the blog.
Make note of the IP 72.231.207.200 as that ties her directly to specific threats she made against peoples
employers on the RWA blog.

(Attachment G) shows the very same IP showing up on the comments on the RWA blog. This
information was turned over by the RWA blog administrator Lisa Knight, who was running StatCounter
on the blog and so was able to track IPs and emails associated to each comment. This and the following
comments (Attachments) were made by Jennifer D’Alessandro. 100% verified.

But apparently as seen in (Attachment H) Jen thinks it is only OK to call employers if they’re employers
of people you don’t like. Jen got angry that someone called the employer (San Jose Mercury News) of
one of her friends (Andrea Luck) who also illegally accessed the admin area of that blog DURING
WORKING HOURS ON COMPANY EQUIPMENT USING THE PASSWORD JENNIFER GAVE HER. Andrea Luck
was subsequently fired from her job because she did something illegal and improper on company time
using company equipment and it’s partly Jen’s fault for giving Andrea access credentials she was not
entitled to. Interesting that Jen and Andrea place the blame everywhere except on themselves where it
belongs. Jen continues to lie and say Andrea got fired for tweeting unflattering content about Kate
Gosselin. That’s not why she got fired. She got fired because she used company equipment on company
time for an illegal activity and for harassment of private citizens.

(Attachment I) is Jen posting someone’s employer.

(Attachment K) is Jen talking about calling that person’s job to get them fired. Apparently Jen thinks
that’s funny.

(Attachment L)Here is Jen talking about contacting more employers and inciting her friends to do the
same. Again don’t forget Jens earlier lie that she never threatened to call peoples employers. Her
justification is that she believes the people she targets have done the same. Never mind that she can
never provide proof to back up her allegations. Jen continues to insist that CJ, one of her frequent
harassment targets, contacts employers to get people fired. Jen posts tweets supposedly proving CJ
does this while leaving out the important and PROVABLE fact that CJ contacted the employer via Twitter
to inform them that one of their employees was being impersonated on Twitter by one of Jen’s friends.
CJ did not contact an employer to get the man fired, she contacted them to let them know that one of
Jen’s friends was trying to get an employee of theirs fired by posting inflammatory content under a
Twitter account they created in his name to impersonate the relative of another woman Jen and her
friends constantly attacked online.

(Attachment M) Another example of Jen’s threats and incitement of others to contact peoples
employers to get them fired.

CJ (Carolyne Pillutla) one of Jens favorite stalking targets is someone that Jen always accuses of
contacting other peoples employers to get them fired. Never mind that Jen has no actual proof of this
except tweets she takes out of context to make up stories that are not true (which we’ve already
addressed once here). One of Jen’s favorite lies is telling others that CJ got someone named Kristi e
(Kristine Jensen) fired as seen in (Attachment N). The #FACT is CJ never called or contacted Kristie’s
workplace with any sort of complaint. CJ made one tweet where she tweeted to the dealership that
Kirstie worked for “is this thing on” THAT’s IT, nothing more. That tweet was subsequently ignored as CJ
was blocked by Kristie’s employer after Jennifer D’Alessandro flooded the dealerships Twitter stream
with comments and they blocked everyone in the discussion thread. CJ did not get Kirstie fired. Kristie
by Jen’s own admission was fired 6 WHOLE MONTHS later, which means CJ had nothing to do with it.
Maybe Kristie and Jen should start blaming Kristie for being fired. You know, accountability for your own
actions.

(Attachment O) is an example of Jen threatening to give out private information on another woman
who she outed via her illegal access of the IW admin area. Wow such language for a supposed
“Christian” keeping it real for Jesus. Not to mention that Jen actually emailed the woman in question to

toy with her and threaten to out her then say she wouldn’t out her and then actually did. The result
being that Jen’s friends then began to attack the woman, her husband and her minor child online
including calling the husband’s work.

(Attachment P) is Jen posting information on the neighbors of one of her stalking targets and asking her
friends to contact these neighbors. Yet Jen insists she’s not a stalker. You be the judge.

(Attachment Q) is another example of her inciting others to contact the neighbors of one of her stalking
victims.

(Attachment R) is Jen (same IP) posting CJ’s IP on the RWA blog. This is one of the IPs Jen gathered from
her illegal intrusion into the admin section of the IW blog. Notice the date on this. It was posed a full 6
months before CJ opened her blog to defend herself against all the baseless allegations being made by
Jen and her friends, and yet Jen insists she never posts private information. So again another lie from
Jen.

(Attachment S) is another comment made under one of Jen’s IP addresses 67.242.139.11. We know this
is Jen’s IP address because she mentions an incident that she tweeted publicly about on her regular
Twitter account and she also identifies herself as Jen in the email line.

(Attachment T) Is another comment from Jen at that same IP address where she states that she actually
did in fact contact an employer about her stalking target.

(Attachment U) Shows were Jen claims she has contacted the neighbors of one of her stalking targets.
IP confirmed to be Jens from the blog administrator of RWA.

But that’s not all. Jen took up the name of a Twitter account of one of CJ’s friends after the friend
abandoned the account name. Here Jen outs herself as the person behind that Twitter account
@lovinglife1979 (Attachment V)which she managed to deactivate before being suspended.

Jen whines that all those times she threatened other people’s jobs happened 3+ years ago so why can’t
everyone forget about it. Well maybe that’s because she STILL DOES IT. And she does it to people who
have never done anything to her and are not part of this insanity, all because she and her friends have
faildoxed someone. But that doesn’t matter to Jen. She’ll still threaten some woman’s job and accuse
her of committing some unnamed crime. This (Attachment X)was posted in the middle of last year in
2015. Proof that Jen is unable to stop her stalking ways as she continues to try to threaten other
people’s employment even when they have never done anything to her. If Jen was Pinocchio her nose
would be 100+ miles long by now due to all of her lies.

